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Summary: A glaucoma drainage implant was detected on plain skull radiographs before MR imaging examination of the brain. The patient was denied the MR imaging for fear of dislodging the “metallic foreign body.” The Baerveldt glaucoma drainage implant was mistakenly identified as an orbital metallic object based on its radiographic characteristics. Because none of the current glaucoma drainage implants contain ferromagnetic material, patients with these devices can undergo MR imaging without special precaution.

Drainage implants are increasingly being used for the surgical treatment of glaucoma refractory to medical and standard surgical therapy. Echographic and radiographic findings may suggest the diagnosis of an orbital foreign body if the ophthalmic history is not known.

Case Report

An asymptomatic 82-year-old female patient with open angle glaucoma presented to her ophthalmologist for evaluation of a “metallic object” in her left orbit (Fig 1). The object in question was identified as a 350-mm² Baerveldt glaucoma drainage implant (Pharmacia Co., Kalamazoo, MI) that had been previously placed to lower intraocular pressure. The smooth convex radiographic profile of the device corresponded to the globe curvature in the superotemporal orbit.

Discussion

Of the commercially available glaucoma drainage implants, only the Baerveldt glaucoma drainage implant (250, 350, and 425 mm²) is radiopaque (Fig 2). Barium-impregnated silicone used in the fabrication of the Baerveldt plate increases echographic resolution and facilitates radiographic identification. The Krupin-Denver eye valve to disc implant (184 mm²) (E. Benson Hood Laboratories, Pembroke, MA), Ahmed glaucoma valve (184 mm²) (New World Medical, Rancho Cucamonga, CA), Molteno drainage device (single plate 129 mm² and double plate 259 mm²) (Molteno Ophthalmic Ltd., Dunedin, New Zealand), and the Joseph valve (Valve Implants Limited, Hertford, England) feature a translucent silicone tube connected to a plate made of rigid plastic or flexible silicone rubber that is fixed to the sclera (Fig 3). None of these devices contain ferromagnetic material or have been impregnated with a radiopaque substance.

Intraocular pressure is lowered when aqueous humor flows from inside the eye through the tube into the space between the plate that rests on the scleral surface and surrounding fibrous capsule. The adjacent periocular tissues absorb aqueous humor from the reservoir. Although intraocular ferromagnetic foreign bodies have been shown to move during MR imaging (1–3), because neither the Baerveldt drainage implant nor any of the other commercially available devices contain ferromagnetic material, inadvertent dislocation of these devices is unlikely.
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FIG 1. Plain film radiographs obtained from an asymptomatic 82-year-old female patient with open angle glaucoma who presented to her ophthalmologist for evaluation of a “metallic object” in her left orbit.

A, Anteroposterior view shows the convex, barium-impregnated plate of the Baerveldt glaucoma drainage implant positioned superotemporally on the globe.

B, Lateral view shows the implant.
Fig 2. Baerveldt glaucoma drainage implants are shown in three sizes with surface areas of 250, 350, and 425 mm² (left to right).

Fig 3. Commercially available glaucoma drainage devices are shown. From left to right, they are the Krupin drainage device, Baerveldt drainage implant (350 mm²), Ahmed implant, double plate Molteno device, and single plate Molteno device. (Note that the Joseph valve is not shown).